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Abstract
Peer-10-Peer (P2P) systems gained popularity and are
responsiblefor a large share of roday S Inrerner traffic. Nevertheless, their dynamic nature and the inrended lack of
conrrol rhrough central instances make rheir behavior unpredictable and, iherefore, ir is difficuli ro achieve a high
level of Qualiry-of-Servicefor P2P rraffic. Thus, peers are
themselves responsible for dealing with these issues by applying so-called seif-organizarion mechanisms to deal with
rheir heterogenei~unpredictable behavior; and asymmerric resources. This paper discusses and classiJies relevant
seif-organizing aspects of P2P sysremr, including rnetrics
and mechanisms. Hereby, rhe key focus is in betier understanding on how such self-organizi mechanisms - originally designed ro improve rhe peflortnance of P2P overlays
- affect the underlying Internet infrastructure.

1 Introduction
The peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm has proven its importance through many popular applications and is responsible
for a large part of lntemet traffic [6].The unpredictable environment and the intended lack of central control force P2P
systems to adapt themselves to the dynamics of user participation (acting both as consuiners and providers), variable load, and unstable resources. P2P systems try to
overcome these Iimitations through a high level of selforganization, especially regarding the creation of overlay
structures and content exchange mechanisms. This enables
them to achieve better QoS for users, better utilization of
Peer resources, and better adaptability to a changing environment.
Typical P2P overlay applications apply self-opliinization
metrics in order to improve their perlormance I'or just the
users, or in case of hybrid applications (such as Skype
or Zattoo) for users and the overlay provider. This results often in a negative impact on underlying Iniemet re-

sources (such as bandwidth, traffic, and traffic shapes) that
are used inefficiently, if their utilization is not considered by
self-organization rnechanisms. Therefore, several initiatives
[I, 161 try to alleviate the negative impact of overlay-based
self-organization on the Intemet by optimizing the usage
of network links. This requires a thorough understanding
of relevant Self-organization Mechanisms (SOMs) and their
interplay with Intemet resources.
As a general obsewation, adaptation mechanisms vary
a lot among different applications, mainly depending on
their scope and goal. However, common reoccumng requirements and mechanisms can be identified in different
systems, which deal, e.g., with an overlay performance, the
lack of global information about the system wide state, and
an insufficient knowledge about the underlying networks.
This paper focuses on the classification of Selforganization Mechanisms for P2P overlays, especially on
those metncs used to perform self-organization and on
those mechanisms that use these metrics. We analyze how
these mechanisms residing at the overlay level impact the
lntemet infrastmcture and which measures can improve the
interaction with the underlay.
In Section 2, main properties of self-organization in the
context of P2P systems are identified. Accordingly, selforganization in P2P networks is classified into two main categories, (a) self-organization of the overlay structure (Section 3) and (b) self-organization of resources (Section 4).
Finally, Section 5 draws final conclusions.

2 Classification of Self-organization
While Self-organization (SO) is known and defined in
different ways in physics, chemistry, biology and a variety
of other fields, a common denominator in all these definitions is that self-organization in a system increases its complexity without riny exteriinl influence. In the context of
P2P networks, this means [hat a network stmcture evolves
by local decisions made by the nodes participating in the
network, without any highcr authority directly intervening.
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Figure 1. SOM overview.

In P2P systems self-organization is defined at the level of
overlay networks, i.e. logical networks above the physical
network. By implication, the physical network is called the
underlay. Based on the classification of self-organization
given in [I31 we identify the most relevant SO criteria for
P2P systems:
Mutability: The system's ability to change its structure
by rearranging connections among peers.
Organization: The system is able to create an appropriate stmcture for improved performance.
Metrics: The system is able to detect any environmental perturbations.
Adaptivity: The system can react on changing metric
values accordingly.
Feedback: The adaptive nature of the system leads to
changes in the system's performance. The system collects this information (locally andlor from other peers)
and provides this feedback to the adaptation activity.
Randomness: This feature allows to create and update
complex structures without global knowledge.
Emergence: The whole system exposes properties that
are not present at single peers. E.g. a P2P file system
system can make a large amount of content available
in a long term that is not possible to single peers due
to limited Storage capacity and possible failures.
A SOM is a concrete algorithm implemented at each peer
forming the overlay. It makes the local decisions that, in
interplay with the decisions made at other peers, achieve
self-organization. In order to influence the overlay network,
SOMs make some kind of choice, e.g., between peers used
as overlay neighbors. This choice is based on locally available data that is the input to the algorithm (see Figure 1).
This data may be provided by other peers or by the underlay.
The choice is made by applying a metric to this input. This
metric provides semantics to the choice process by defining
what makes one alternative beiier than the other.

3 Self-organization of Overlay Structure
A self-organization of the overlay stmcture changes the
logical links interconnecting peers according to quality criteria and system state. This is generally done at the peer
level, where each peer makes local decisions, on the peers
it selects as neighbors, which peers to upload to, etc. These
decisions are made based on locally available information
about the candidate peers. A selection among two or more
candidates is made based on a ranking of these peers according to a metric. We will descnbe some possible metrics
first before listing several SOMs that utilize them. For the
SOMs, we discem between neighbor selection and resource
exchange mechanisms. The former govem to which peers
an overlay connection is maintained. The latter are applied
for utilizing these connections, especially in the context of
content distribution.

3.1

Metrics for Peer Evaluation

Typical overlay-based applications have some degree of
freedom in choosing their neighbors. For example, in the
Kademlia Distributed Hash Table (DHT)[9] there are often several alternative peers which can be put into a certain
bucket. Similarly, in a content distribution overlay such as
BitTorrent, a Peer can decide which requesting Peer is to be
sewed. Peers are selected with a certain goal in mind, which
makes one peer a better choice than another. This ranking of
peers for a given purpose, e.g., uploading a chunk, is made
by applying a metric. Table 1 gives an exemplary collection
of different metrics.
The simplest 'metric' that can be applied is a random
choice between the candidates. This is a first step to distribute load and may be successful if the peer population is
homogeneous. To make a more informed decision, different attributes can be considered. They may correspond to
the underlying network, where a number of technical metrics are possible, semantic or social factors, such as fairness,
similarity or social association between peers. Another very
important metric is the underlying network's cost, which is
not considered by most overlay applications.
The applicability of the metrics depends on the overlay
type and goal, e.g., search overlays are interested in other
performance indicators (such as Rl'T) than content distribution overlays (often throughput, in case of VoD or live
streaming also R n ) . Combinations of metrics for a SOM
are possible. For example, the tit-for-tat strategy used in
BitTorrent conceptually combines an underlay metric (the
available bandwidth of a peer for upload) with a social metric (how freely this bandwidth is provided to other peers).
Additionally, there are metrics for content replication
that evaluate relevant parameters for keeping content available in an efficient way. They are used to decide about the

Table 1. Classification of metrics.
S p e of
metric
Load

Examples

Used in

Random

Gnutella v0.4
BitTorrent (seeding)
Pastry
BitTorrent, Tribler,
Skype (Supemodes)
Skype (Supernodes)

Bandwidth
Reachability
(e.g., NAT)
Provider infor-

Reputation
Replication I Availability
Popularity
Overlay Size
Node Capacity

Tribler
eMule, BitTorrent,
Tribler
I DHTs
Web caching, CDNs

I

generation and placement of new copies in an overlay.

3.2

Neighbor Selection Mechanisms

An overlay can be Seen as a graph with overlay nodes
being vertices of this graph and the connections between
nodes being edges of the graph. In this Section, we define
neighbors of a local peer as the remote peers it can contact
directly without an additional lookup.
In this context we must again distinguish between search
overlays (e.g., DHTs) and content distribution overlays
(e.g., BitTorrent or eDonkey). In the latter, neighbors as
defined above may or may not be used, depending on the
content they Store and, e.g.. on the upload capacity they provide to the local peer. Here, anothcr Peer selection process
takes place that operates on the known neighbors. Thus,
it is usually enough to know a susficient number of other
nodes in o d e r to be able to apply this second selection,
which is described in more detail in the next subsection.
In contrast, neighbor selection is typically very important
in a search overlay in order to assure short respond times
and high query success rates. Each neighbor may be used
for a specific query route at any time, and neighbors normally have to fulfill certain criteria to be eligible, e.g.. their
IDs have to fall into a certain range of the overlay ID space.
Thus, the neighbor relationships are very pronounced here
and normally only change when existing peers go offline
or new peers join. As a consequcnce, the mechaiiisms described in the following have a inuch higher relevante for
search overlays than for distribuiion overlays.
Proximity-based Routing. Proximity neighbor selection and proximity routing [3] are mechanisms that route

overlay messages while favoring peers that are close to the
local peer in terms of a metric. Here, proximity neighbor
selection tries to fill the routing tables of peers mostly with
peers that are close according to the metric while proximity routing selects among several next hop candidates the
closest one. The selection of the next hop during a message forwarding can also take into account short term fluctuations in network conditions. However, this is paid for
by the larger routing table and a potentially higher routing complexity. Also, the optimization potential depends
on the choices available. As shown in [7] different proximity metrics result in different irnpact on the underlay. Optimization for the Internet domain of peers results in lower
inter-domain traffic and optimization for the RTTs in lower
end-to-end delays.
Geographic layout. Another approach similar to proximity routing and proximity neighbor selection is the geographic layout [3]. Here, the aim is to structure the overlay in a way that preserves neighbor relationships from the
physical network, i.e., peers that are close in the physical
network according to a metric are ideally also neighbors in
the overlay. This can be done by adapting the ID generating
process of the peers, so that locality information pertaining to the metric is included. This creates a mapping between overlay and underlay, trying to limit the overhead introduced by single overlay hops that Span several long physical links. This mechanism is mostly applicable to DHTs,
since they create relations based on node IDs.
Supemode selection strategies. The term supernode
denotes peers that play a special role in the network, somewhat violating the pure P2P approach. Exarnples are the
ultrapeers or hubs from Gnutella, or the supemodes in the
Skype network. Supernodes are employed to reduce load
on 'normal' peers. In the example of Gnutella, they handle
most of the query traffic, while in Skype they are also used
to establish indirect voice connections between two peers
that can not connect directly to each other, e.g., due to firewalls or NATs. As a consequence, not every Peer is useful
to bc selected as a supemodc (or to promote itself to that status). Normally, pcers are useful as supemodes if they can
provide eriough resources, e.g., bandwidth and processing
powcr, and if thcy are easily reachable by all Peers. Under
thcse conditions, a Peer rnight become a supernode if not
enough supernodes exist in the network.
Disciission. The mechnnisms presented above can be
modified to take into account the underlying topology and to
reduce the inter-domain traffic as demonstrated for Kademlia. However, the irnpact of search overlays on the usage of
Iiiiernct resources is lower ihan that of content distribution
ovcrlays, which nrc responsible for the actual exchange of
large ainounts of dnia. Overlays utilizing supernodes might
be aii exception hcre, e.g., if these nodes are used to relay
uscr voice data.

3.3

Resource Exchange Mechanisms

We consider a Peer X that wants to download content.
Since most distribution overlays use multi-source download, it signals its download rcquest to several other peers.
The choice of peers that are requested for contcnt is one
part of the Peer seleciion process: Peer selection at the
downloading peer. A peer Y receiving X's download request queues it locally with all the other download requests.
When resources for a new upload at Y are available, then Y
has to decide which Peer it wants to upload data to. This is
the peer selection at the uploading peer, which normally is
the more critical peer selection. The mechanisms described
below fall into this category.
Tit-for-tat. The uploading peer selection in BitTorrent
is called choking/unchoking algorithm and uses a tit-for-tat
principle described, e.g., in [8]. It tries to achieve pareto efficiency by assuring that peers reciprocate by uploading to
peers that upload to them or - the other side of the coin
- that peers refuse to upload to peers that do not upload
to them. With this strategy, peers that utilize their upload
bandwidth for the overlay are rewarded, which makes the
so-called 'free-riding', i.e., the consumption of resources
without reciprocating, less efficient. On the other hand too
strict compliance with this policy restricts the applicability
of other metrics that could improve the download speed or
usage of the underlay resources.
Credit-point systems. The credit point system used by
the eMule client (a client used to connect to the eDonkey
network) accumulates points at the peers that content is uploaded to. If peer A uploads some amount of data to Peer B,
B adds credit points for A locally. These credit points allow
A to spend less time in the upload queue of B if A wants to
download something from this peer. Since all credit points
benefiting A are stored on remote peers, it is assumed that
no counterfeiting of credit points is possible. An interesting
difference between the tit-for-tat mechanism and this credit
point system is the fact that credit points accumulated by
uploading one or more files can be used to download other
files quicker, whereas tit-for-tat tnes to impose fairness in
the sharing of the Same file. Also, a credit point system allows a Peer with low upload bandwidth to achieve a good
standing with other peers, given enough time. There are
also a number of reputation based systems in the Same spirit
which we will not describe due to space limitations.
Discussion. The presented mechanisms aim to provide
incentives for user contribution at the application layer to
improve application-level quality. Additionally, they govem between which peers data is exchanged, and therefore
have an impact on the traffic pattem generated by an overlay. Therefore, in order to improve the usage of Internet resources such mechanisms are a prime candidate to be combined with "lower-layei' performance metrics (cf. Table I).

4

Self-organizationof Resources

Apart from the explicit rcquests of rcsources from other
pccrs, different SOMs are employed in search and distribuiion overlays to ensure that data is efficiently distributed
and does not get lost due to churn, and to facilitate an easicr access to resources by placing them intelligently in the
nctwork. In the following, some of these mechanisms are
discussed.

4.1

Chunk Selection Strategies

Distribution overlays work much more efficiently if they
do not transmit files as a whole, but Segment it into smaller
pnrts, which can then be provided and downloaded separatcly and from different sources. This is called MultiSource Download (MSD). Most popular P2P distribution
ovcrlays use MSD to exchange data. Peers are not limited
to one connection at a time, but may receive data of the
Same file from several peers at the Same time.
To enable MSD, files are usually segmented into smaller
parts, which can be shared by a Peer even if the complete
file has not yet been downloaded. This greatly speeds up
the spread of especially larger files, since peers can Start to
upload data much sooner. The File Segments are commonly
called chunks, which are in many cases partitioned again.
Thus, when a Peer X was selected for an upload slot at Peer
Y using a mechanism described in Section 3.3, it has to be
decided which chunk will be transfemd. We will describe
scveral of such chunk seleciion mechanisrns in the following.
Random. The easiest method to choose a chunk to upload is to select a random chunk available at the uploader
that is missing at the downloader. This strategy however
is prone to the problem of chunk starvation. Chunk starvation means that only a very small number of copies of a
chunk are available in the overlay, while the other chunks
are well spread. In the extreme case even no copy is left of
the starved chunk.
Least Shared First. To prevent chunk starvation, overlays like, e.g., BitTomnt, employ a Least Shared First
(LSF) chunk selection strategy, also called Rarest First [8].
This strategy chooses an eligible chunk that is spread least
in the network. If no entity which has global information
about the chunk distribution exists, peers have to estimate
this distribution.
CygPriM. The CygPriM strategy (cyclic priority masking) [I21 tries to keep the chunk distribution balanced although only locally available infonnation is used. It does
not serve any chunk requests, but uploads only one defined chunk at a time. When this chunk is downloaded,
the next available chunk from the file is offered, and so On.
When the last chunk has been uploaded, the cycle begins

. .
Ciranularity
file size
blocks
erasure codes

-

Table 2. Replication strategies.
~~

Distribution
uniform
cx request rate

Acccss type
read-onlv
read-write

Teq"e'trate
C:,--Z--

anew. Chunks that are not requested by any of the peers are
skipped. The strategy is robust against selfish peers and offers download times in the Same order of magnitude as in a
best-case scenario with benevolent peers.
Closest Deadline. For the adaptation of cliuiik-based
distribution overlays to streaming applications, not only the
availability of chunks is important, but also their usefulness for the peers. A peer that already started viewing content while downloading might have passed the point in time
where a chunk would have been played out. Therefore, this
chunk is no longer of interest for that peer. On the other
hand, missing chunks that are nearing their playout time
have a higher priority to be downloaded. As a result, chunk
selection includes the deadline of chunks in its strategy. An
example named BiToS is presented in [15], where chunks
are sorted in two categories, a high priority set and a low
priority set. The high priority sct contains chuiiks that are
close to their playout time, which have a higher probability to be downloaded. For stability, the larger low priority
set again follows the Least Sharcd First strategy. A similar
strategy with three priorities is used in Tribler [I I].

4.2

Update mode
active
passive

Replica placement
niidom
availability-based
capacity-based

Location
Central index
DHT based
super-peers

through which the request is satisfied, or at random places.
In a P2P system the issues of object availability is especially critical due to the variable connectivity of nodes. In
an environment with a wide variability, the system should
not placc rcplicas blindly: more replicas are required when
placing on hosts with low availability, and fewer on highly
available hosts. Moreover, the results of research done by
[2] show that the number of hosts running Gnutella is well
correlated wilh time of day. As a consequence, placing
replicas in out-of-phase time zones may be a sound replication strategy.
Coding Methods. The goal of redundancy provisioning in overlay networks is related to fault-tolerante assurance. Redundancy in this context means that each object
is divided in some number of fragments (m).which are
encodcd into n (n > m) entities and stored at n entities
across the overlay network [4]. The idea of erasure codes
lies iii allowing for item reconsttuction on the basis of any
rn collected fragments. The advantage of this method above
simple replication is that the Storage requirements are lower
across nodes. It also ensures the higher level of availability
when the nodes have lower reliability Parameters.

Data Replication Strategies
4.3

Replication is a strategy in which miiltiplc copics of
some data are stored at multiple sitcs [IO]. This sirategy
is responsible for the maintenancc of on-line copies of data
and other resources. By storing ilie datn at niorc than oiie
site, if a data site fails, a systcin can opcrnie usiiig rcplicated data, thus increasing avail;ibility aiid fault tolcrnnce.
At the Same time, as the data is siored at inultiplc sites, the
request can find the data close to the sitc where the rcquest
originated, thus, increasing the performance of tlie system.
On the other hand, replication introduccs overhead due to
creating, maintaining and updating the replicas, which may
neutralizc the advantages gained by replicating coiitent.
Table 2 shows an o v e ~ i e wof mcchaiiisiiis uscd to optimize replication strategies. For cxample, rcplicatioii strategies can consider the replica graiiiilarity. i.c., fiill file rcplication, block level replication, or erasiiri, codcs. 011tlie
other hand, the replica distribuiiori stratc~icscoinpiiic the
required number of replicas eitlicr uniforiii (sniiic iiuinber
of copies for each item), or bascd on ilic ilcrn popularity [14]. The creation of replicas can bc eitlicr doiie 10cally by the peers who requested the object, along ihe path

Caching Strategies

In coiitrast to dedicated caches offered by Internet Service Providers or Content Delivery Networks, we present
here c:ichiiig methods where peers themselves also provide
tlic funciioiialities of caches. Overlay caching can be seen
as a passivc rcplication mechanism, since replicas are only
crcated at peers that also consume files. Here, the main
focus is put iiito cache replacement policies that should assure a high hit rate for object requests. Besides the policies
knowii from other caching scenarios, such as LFU and LRU,
there arc policies customized for P2P caching overlays.
For exainple. in [SI an efficient cooperative caching
scherne for video-on-demand service over P2P networks is
proposcd. It applics a utility-based fine-grained policy that
takes iiito :iccount a peer's bandwidth and works at the level
of scgii1ciirs instcnd of files. In this architecture, published
vidcos arc cncodcd into multi-layered source bit stream and
split iiito many scginents, which are distributed to overlay
pecrs. Thc mniii design philosophy is that outbound bandwidth froin niultiple pecrs who have cached the same title
can bc riggregated to serve a single video streaming request.

4.4

Discussion

The mechanisms presented in i!,is scctioii can improvc
the overlay perfomance in diffci-ci>iwnys. From thc uscr's
point of view, they improve dnia :~\.iiilnbiliiyand can rcsult in better download success r;i::> iind higher download
speed. If underlay topology is takcii iiiio accouni for replica
placement and cache replacemcni hiriiicgies thc utilization
of underlay resources can be also iiiipi-oved.

data transrcr connections. One of the first interesting topics
is a cornparison of thcsc two apl~roachcs.
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5 Summary and Conclusioiis
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